
Burning Rose 
Contact: Russell Collins 

Russell@paintnightparty.co.uk 

Trace the image: White chalk on the 

background and trace with a red pen. 

Background Heat: With large bristle 

round, mix Red with Violet (to darken) 

scumble in background heat, 

Petals: With Filbert brush, add Red and 

Violet from outer edge to centre of petals. 

Add Violet from bottom up. Add more Red 

for highlights downwards 

Burning Rose: A very simple but 

dramatic image that encompasses  

 

•Tracing 

•Scumbling 

•Flower Painting,  

•Layering,  

•Colour Theory,  

•Brush Directionality,  

•Wet into Wet,  

•Colour Mixing,  

•Fire,  

•Highlights. 

General Outline: Trace in the basic image onto a black canvas using chalk. We then scumble in a background of a 

Red that has been darkened with Purple/Violet. Paint in the petals with a lighter mixture (more Red) with strokes 

working from the outside of the Petal towards the centre of the base of the petal. Add some Purple/Violet and stroke 

from the bottom out to give a shadow area – allow paint to dry. Add more layers of paint (painting downwards, but 

not so far) to the petals adding more Red to the mix with each layer. Mix fresh Red with Yellow to make Orange and 

continue for a shorter distance. Add more yellow and continue. Finally fresh Yellow with White and finish off with 

highlights of pure white. 

 

Paint in the flames around the rose using a similar colour scheme as above, but don’t use Purple/Violet and add some 

lighter layers by using Yellow. 

 

Burning embers are Red, followed by Orange, then Yellow, making the paint dashes smaller with each colour. Finish 

off with a bright Yellow diluted with a very little Red and White. Finally, add smoke streaks with the edge of a flat 

brush with a Light Gray mixture.  

Shadows to Highlights: Purple (Violet), Purple/Red, Red/Purple, Red/Orange, Orange/Yellow, Yellow/White. With Fire finish off with Yellow/ White/ very little Red. 
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Contact: Russell Collins 

Russell@paintnightparty.co.uk PaintNightology 
Please don’t take this away as it is expensive, and 

probably out of date as well. You can download the 

latest version from the web event page 

Highlights: Red and Yellow to make 

Orange; highlight. Add more Yellow, 

then finish with Yellow and White. 

Petals: Add more Red and continue 

from outside downwards, but not so far 

downwards. Work in Layers 

Petals: Adding more Red reducing the 

distance down, with more layers 

Flames and Embers: Round Bristle brush with 

Red and Yellow to make Orange. Add more 

Yellow for brighter flames. Embers should be 

Red, then Orange, Yellow and finally White with 

a little Orange  

Smoke: The end of a flat brush with a very Light 

Gray mix.  Then sign it. 
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